In medical endoscopy more and more surgeons archive the recorded video streams in a long-term storage. One reason for this development, which is enforced by law in some countries, is to have evidence in case of lawsuits from patients. Another more practical reason is to allow later inspection of previous procedures and also to use parts of such videos for research and for training. However, due to the dramatic amount of video data recorded in a hospital on a daily basis, it is very important to have good preview images for these videos in order to allow for quick filtering of undesired content and for easier browsing through such a video archive. Unfortunately, common shot detection and keyframe extraction methods cannot be used for that video data, because these videos contain unedited and highly similar content, especially in terms of color and texture, and no shot boundaries at all. We propose a new keyframe extraction approach for this special video domain and show that our method is significantly better than a previously proposed approach.
Introduction
Medical endoscopy is a minimally invasive approach for diagnostic and therapeutic interventions in human body regions (e.g., abdomen, colon, joints). The operating endoscopist is guided by a video signal generated by a tiny camera that is inserted into hollow organs or cavities via a natural or artificial orifice. Nowadays, the endoscope typically generates an HD video signal that is displayed on one or more large screens in the operating room and thus allowing the whole operation team to inspect the area of the surgery/procedure inside the patient and to watch the work of the operating surgeon.
Over the last years surgeons adopted to archive videos recorded during medical endoscopy in a long-term storage for different reasons. First, these endoscopic videos can be used as supporting material for explanations to the patients. Here, surgeons select important segments of the recordings and show them to the patients after the surgery in order to clarify what has been done. Next, the recordings are a good source of information to be used for training of young surgeons and for meetings where new operation methods are discussed. Additionally, recording endoscopic videos allows the surgeon for retrospective and comparative analysis of procedures and surgeries of different patients. Also, the recorded video is a much better source of information for follow-up surgeries than a textual surgery report, because it shows exactly the same images the surgeon has seen during the intervention. Finally, in some countries (e.g., the Netherlands) the long-time archival of videos from endoscopic interventions is enforced by law.
Unfortunately, endoscopic video data are typically stored without content-based information such as textual annotations that would allow for automatic search in the video data. Only some basic meta-data are available, like the assignment of the video to the corresponding patient, the recording date, and often a one-word textual classification of the entire video, which can be several hours long. Therefore, content-based indexing methods need to be performed in order to facilitate search in the endoscopic video archive and to enable automatic search in the scenarios described in the paragraph above. An important special problem is the selection of representative and informative keyframes, which we discuss later in detail.
Videos of medical endoscopy have very specific characteristics that make content analysis a challenging task (see also in our previous work [17] that covers summarization of arthroscopic videos). First of all, the videos are stored as recorded during the intervention, without any editing. This means that the videos contain highly similar content and no shot boundaries. Depending on the preference of the operating endoscopist -as well as the law regulations in the corresponding country -either many small recordings or one full-length recording of the intervention is saved in the long-term storage archive. In particular in the latter situation, the video typically contains a lot of unimportant content like small segments where nothing important happens (e.g., during exchange of instruments) or segments that show recordings from the endoscope lying outside the patient (because the recording often starts too early or stops too late, for example; see [21] for an algorithm identifying such, so-called out-of-patient scenes). The video data recorded inside the patient contains visually highly similar content, typically with slow or minor motion. Endoscopic video usually contain a lot of blurred and noisy frames due to two reasons. First, the endoscopist moves the endoscope with his hands, which results in unstable images and motion blur because the lens of the endoscope uses a high zoom factor. Also, the area currently not in focus cannot be seen clearly because of the short and fixed focus of the camera in the endoscope. Secondly, many frames suffer from noise that is caused by the flushing liquid, draining blood, or draining tissue cut by the endoscopist. In addition to that, depending on the current configuration of the endoscope -which can be changed by the endoscopist during the intervention -the frame either shows a full image with zoomed content or a centered circular content area only, which is surrounded by a large black border as shown in Fig. 1 . The latter case is particularly challenging for content-based indexing methods because the centered content circle is not stable but can slightly move within the frame and scale over time, or even disappear as given in Fig. 2 . The easiest way for content-based indexing methods would be to consider the entire frame for content analysis. However, this gives a distorted result due to the usually available outer border area with black content (which is often not purely black but suffers from noise due to optical characteristics -like in Fig. 1b -and is, hence, not easy to filter, as described in [20] ). A simple way to solve this problem would be to use a smaller centered area (e.g., a rectangle) for content analysis to ignore the outer black area. This is exemplified in Fig. 3 , where RGB histograms of different sampling strategies are contrasted. In the first case the color histogram was extracted from the entire frame, while in the second case the color histogram was computed for a static centered rectangle of the frame to avoid distortion by border pixels. As can be seen from the figure, the resulting RGB histograms are quite different. However, this solution does not work well either because the position and size of the content area can significantly change over time in a video (see Fig. 2 ). More importantly, for frames with zoomed content that have no black border area, like shown in the last example of Fig. 2 , content analysis limited to a centered rectangle could miss important information from the outer region of the frame. Optimally, content analysis should be based exactly on the actual content area in each frame. Therefore, as a very first step a content circle detection needs to be performed. We have already proposed an efficient method for that purpose in [19] , and used it also for this work.
As already mentioned above, common shot detection methods like those proposed in [26] cannot be used with endoscopic video due to the very specific characteristics of the video content. For the same reason usual keyframe extraction methods -such as medium frame of shots -do not work either. Therefore, special segmentation methods and new methods for keyframe extraction are needed.
In this paper, we propose a novel keyframe extraction method for selection of representative frames in videos of medical endoscopy. Such keyframes are an important source for Fig. 2 These are example frames from the same video. As can be seen from the first two examples (left and center), the circular content region is not stable but can move over time. Moreover, the surgeon can enable zoom mode, to see a full frame without borders (right) surgeons, who need to filter relevant content when searching for specific segments in endoscopic videos. They can act as preview images for interactive search in endoscopic video and they can also serve as input for video summarization methods (e.g., the one we proposed earlier in [17] ). They can also be used to improve the quality of printed documentation. More importantly, the proposed method can be used as a temporal segmentation approach of endoscopic video into segments of significantly different content and therefore act as a kind of shot detection method for these videos. Shots are often used as basis for high-level semantic video segmentation, i.e. scene detection [7] . In our previous work we have already proposed a low-level segmentation method [22] for endoscopic videos. However, that work, which is based on motion tracking, targets fine-grained segmentation with low sensibility in order to produce many short segments that can be used as input for a fine-grained relevance filtering [21] or further content analysis (e.g., similarity search in retrieval tools).
In contrast, the keyframe extraction approach proposed in this work is designed for coarse-grained segmentation in order to select only a few representative frames for each video, with low redundancy and good quality (i.e., no similar frames and no blurred frames). The ultimate goal for such a keyframe extraction approach is to provide a small representative set of frames for each video in order to allow a user (i) to quickly decide whether the underlying video is interesting for him/her when browsing through the archive (e.g., does any of the preview images show an important scene of a surgery technique with clear view/no blur?) and (ii) to jump to a specific segment in the underlying recording of the endoscopic intervention; for example, to show a segment to the patient.
Our method is strongly adapted to both the characteristics of endoscopic video content and the requirements for a keyframe extraction method to be used for a quickly increasing video archive, as existent in a hospital with many surgeons. It uses the circle detection method proposed in [19] to exclude the potential black border and limit content analysis to the real content only (cf. Fig. 1 ). Keyframes are only selected if their content is not too blurry, such that structures (e.g., blood vessels) are still clearly visible according to a Difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) check and empirical tests. In order to find candidate keyframes we compare local features of frames, extracted by the ORB [25] keypoint descriptor. ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) is a recently proposed binary keypoint extractor that has similar detection performance as SIFT [16] (and better than SURF [2] ) being much faster at the same time. ORB is not scale invariant but scale invariance is not required when comparing frames from a single video in medical endoscopy. ORB is particularly well suited for our purpose, because it is very robust to image noise and allows for real-time processing, which is an important advantage when considering the situations of hospitals, where dozens of endoscopic surgeons work in parallel and record many hours of video content to be processed each day. Using ORB descriptors we match temporally close frames in order to determine frames of significant content change, which are considered as candidate keyframes. These candidate keyframes are further inspected and blurry frames as well as frames that are similar to already selected keyframes are filtered out in order to keep the number of representative frames as low as possible.
We present results from a qualitative evaluation performed with 1 surgeon, 5 endoscopic video experts that witnessed the surgery, and 9 general video experts. These 15 people were asked to rate 4 different sets of keyframes for randomly selected segments of a 160 minutes recording of one single endoscopic surgery. Our results show that the proposed keyframe extraction approach is significantly better in terms of user rating than a keyframe extraction approach proposed by Mendi et al. [18] , which is the only keyframe extraction method proposed so far for endoscopic video, to best of our knowledge. Moreover, the results also show that our method performs better than two very simple baseline approaches that need no content analysis: random selection and uniform selection, where a specified number of keyframes is extracted from random positions or from temporally equidistant positions in the video. It is obvious that these two approaches will typically not result in satisfying results, but we used them for double-checking the performance of our proposed approach.
Related work
The easiest procedure for keyframe extraction is uniform sampling, where keyframes are selected uniformly distributed from the content of a video. On the one hand this method is fast and efficient in terms of run-time, but has a significant drawback on the other hand: for certain short but semantically important segments no keyframes may be extracted, while for long segments with identical content too many keyframes are selected. Because of these reasons more sophisticated keyframe detection methods were proposed.
Truong and Venkatesh [29] present a comprehensive survey of video abstraction methods. They review keyframe extraction techniques under five different aspects: (i) the size of the keyframe set, (ii) the temporal unit a keyframe presents, (iii) the representation scope of individual keyframes, (iv) the underlying computational mechanisms, and (v) the visualization method. In this paper, we focus on a specific method for keyframe extraction from videos of endoscopic surgeries, thus we also focus on the underlying computational mechanisms of related approaches.
Many keyframe extraction methods proceed by sequentially comparing frames. Whenever a significant content change between a frame and its preceding frame(s) can be observed that frame is selected as candidate keyframe. Several algorithms relying on this method have been proposed in the literature [13, 31, 34] and also the approach presented in this paper relies on this principle.
One disadvantage of this method is that the selected keyframes may not be well distributed temporally over the content of the whole video ( i.e. they provide bad coverage). Therefore, algorithms were introduced where the video is first divided into a fixed number of segments and then for each segment a keyframe is extracted [8, 14, 28] . A good coverage of the content of a video can also be achieved with so-called frame coverage methods. Keyframes are selected in such a way that they represent as much other frames of the video as possible [4] [5] . The coverage is computed based on visual similarity of the content.
Clustering-based approaches cluster frames of a video based on visual similarity and at the end those frames are selected that best represent each cluster [10, 33] . Similar to clustering are correlation-based methods, which extract keyframes in such a way that a minimum correlation among the members of the resulting keyframe set is achieved [9, 15] . This approach is often used in combination with other methods. The keyframe extraction method presented in this paper also applies an additional step after the initial extraction, where similar keyframes are removed.
Lux et al. [17] proposed to use global image features with a k-means clustering approach to create static image summaries of arthroscopic videos. More specifically, color and edge/texture features of all frames of a video are used to create a predefined number of clusters (e.g., 3 or 5). From each cluster a representative frame is taken to create a composed summary image that describes the content of the video.
Most of the above mentioned content-based methods were already proposed over a decade ago. They all have in common that the similarity matching is based on low-level global visual features (color, motion, etc.) and form a profound base for keyframe extraction. In recent years keyframe extraction approaches have focused on a higher semantic level. The idea is to extract frames that are semantically important, e.g., characters in movies [30] or frames that show certain concepts [27] [32]. Guan et al. [11] rely on low-level features for the keyframe extraction, but instead of global features they use local keypoints.
Mendi et al. [18] present a simple keyframe extraction algorithm for endoscopic videos that compares adjacent frames based on HSV color histogram similarity to detect shots. From each shot keyframes are extracted. The algorithm is described in section 4. It was implemented for this work in order to have a reference system for comparison with the keyframe extraction algorithm introduced in this paper.
Proposed approach

Requirements
In order to provide a meaningful set of keyframes for videos recorded during endoscopic medical interventions, basically three requirements should be met. First, the set of keyframes should be rather small yet informative. This means that keyframes, which also act as shortcuts to specific positions in the video, should be stored only for important moments in the video. Secondly, the set of keyframes should summarize the content of the video in a compact way, such that it can be used for preview purpose as well. These two requirements make it also clear that the set of keyframes should contain low redundancies, i.e., few frames showing highly similar content. Finally, the third requirement is to extract only those keyframes that show clearly visible content, which is an important and challenging goal since the content in endoscopic videos regularly suffers from lens or motion blur as well as noise (see Section 1).
Optimally, in the first requirement the locations for informative keyframes would be those positions in the video where a content change happens that is relevant to the medical domain expert. However, even with state-of-the-art content analysis methods this remains a very challenging goal, for two reasons: (i) it is hard to automatically determine semantic relevance of content due to shortcomings of content-based analysis (e.g., semantic gap [6] ), and (ii) the definition of relevance could change from one medical expert to another and even over time. Therefore, in this work we aim on the first step of providing a general and currently feasible solution for keyframe extraction from endoscopic video, by assuming every significant content change as an important one (see below in more detail).
Previous work on keyframe extraction, however, is not able to meet the two requirements defined above, because endoscopic video content has very special characteristics (see Section 1 in detail): (i) a high amount of content in the video suffers from stark content blur, (ii) highly similar content might repeat over time in one recording, and (iii) only a small part of the frame might show the actual content (cf . Fig 1b) . Existing methods (see Section 2) do not consider these special properties. Also, many of them use color-based analysis, which is not optimal for endoscopic videos because most of the frames have a similar color composition.
Overview
The basic idea of our keyframe extraction approach is highly influenced by the characteristics of endoscopic video (e.g., a recording contains visually highly similar content and a lot of blurry frames) and practical requirements (which is the need for representative keyframes in good visual quality with a minor number of near duplicates): select only those keyframes that conform to the following conditions:
1. the frame differs significantly from neighboring frames in the video, 2. the frame is significantly different from already selected keyframes, and 3. the frame is not too blurry.
The first condition should avoid selection of too many similar frames from small temporal regions in the video while the second condition ensures that the overall set of keyframes does not contain frames with highly similar or redundant content. As endoscopic videos capture whole operations and procedures they can be very long in duration and contain highly similar frames reoccurring throughout the whole video. Therefore, these two requirements ensure that the selected keyframes show different situations of the video and hence give a good overview of the whole intervention. Finally, the last condition ensures that only frames with clearly visible content are selected, because endoscopic video typically contains a high amount of blurry frames [17, 21] . Figure 4 shows the general scheme of our keyframe extraction approach, which is described in detail in the following.
To determine the similarity of neighboring frames we use salient points (i.e., keypoints) in the current frame f i and compare them to keypoints of a past frame f i−δ , whereas δ is the number of frames in a predefined small duration, set to 1 second in our evaluations. The distance δ is necessary because adjacent frames would be too similar due to the rather slow motion in endoscopic video.
Instead of considering the entire frame, we limit content analysis to the actual content area (i.e., filter out the black border), with the help of the method proposed in [19] . This method first determines if a frame shows zoomed content as full-frame or a circular content area only. In both ways the method returns coordinates of the rectangular or circular content area, which is subsequently used by our method for content analysis. For frames with circular content this avoids detection of keypoints outside the content area (Fig. 5a ) or along the high-contrast region around the content circle (Fig. 5b) , which would typically occur when we simply apply keypoint detection to the whole frame. For the keypoint detection and extraction we use ORB [25] (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) because it is a promising alternative to SIFT [16] and SURF [2] , with high run-time performance and robustness to image noise, which occurs frequently in endoscopic video. Fig. 5 (a) Without content area detection [19] many keypoints would be detected in the noisy dark region outside the content area. (b) Due to the typical circular content excerpt of endoscopic videos detected keypoints are often clustered around the content circle. To avoid this problem we limit content analysis to the inner part of the content circle [19] ORB uses an improved version of FAST [24] to detect keypoints in an image. To find keypoints FAST uses a simple intensity threshold to compare the center pixel to the circular ring around it. ORB uses a circular radius of 9 (FAST-9) for that purpose but additionally considers the cornerness of potential keypoints with a Harris corner filter [12] to avoid too many detections along edges. Moreover, ORB uses a scale pyramid of the image and considers the orientation of the keypoint [23] , i.e., of the image patch around it. For the keypoint description ORB uses an extended variant of BRIEF [3] , where each keypoint is described through a 256-tupel vector that holds results of simple binary intensity tests on pixels in the image patch around the keypoint. With ORB the intensity tests are based on a Gaussian distribution of the image patch around the center/keypoint and performed on a smoothed image. Additionally, in difference to BRIEF the image patch is steered according to its pixel orientation to allow for orientation invariance.
The authors of [25] could show that the ORB keypoint descriptor is invariant to image rotation and much more robust to image noise than SIFT, SURF, and BRIEF. Moreover, their evaluation shows that keypoint description with ORB is about 15 times faster than with SURF (and more than 300 times faster than with SIFT). These characteristics -fast and efficient detection of relevant keypoints as well as fast extraction and matching of binary descriptors -render ORB a well-suited keypoint processing method for the domain of endoscopic video, where high run-time performance is crucial due to the quickly increasing size of video archives.
For this work we used the ORB implementation of OpenCV 1 (version 2.4.2), which was originally contributed by the authors of [25] . We use default settings, which means that 500 keypoints are detected for each frame (our videos use PAL resolution with 720x576 pixels) using a scale pyramid with of 8 levels and a pyramid decimation level (i.e., level scale factor) of 1.2.
Keyframe extraction method
Let F = {f i : i = 1, ..., n} be the set of frames of a video where n denotes the number of frames in the entire video. Let P i denote the set of ORB features of frame f i .
d(p, q) denotes the Hamming distance of two ORB features p and q. q(p, Q) denotes the element of set Q of ORB features that is the closest to ORB feature p: d(p, q(p, Q)) = min q∈Q d(p, q).
Let P i denote the set containing those elements from P i which match best with elements in P i−δ . Let us introduce a weighting factor β giving the ratio of the number of the elements in P i and P i : |P i | = β · |P i |. Currently, the best 25 % matches are used: β = 0.25. P i is formed by the ORB features of P i whose distances to the elements of P i−δ are the smallest:
In order to find the best matching keypoint q(p, P i−δ ) in frame f i−δ for a keypoint p in frame f i we use a brute force matching algorithm. The distance D between two frames is computed as the average distance between all best matching keypoints of the two frames. Equation (1) gives the distance between frames f i and f i−δ :
(1) Figure 6 shows an example of matching two frames with highly similar content. We can see that for all keypoints perfect matches can be found, resulting in a low distance between the two frames. In contrast, Fig. 7 shows another example of matching two frames with moderately different content. Because for several keypoints in frame f i−δ the best matching points in frame f i are not directly related, the distance D i between these frames is much larger than than for the example shown in Fig. 6 .
Instead of using a fixed threshold for detecting frames with a significant difference to previous neighboring frames, we use an adaptive threshold that is based on the standard deviation (σ ) of the frame distance computed over a sliding window over S sampled frames to the past of the current frame i:
Only if the current frame distance significantly differs from the average frame distance μ i observed in the sliding window, a keyframe is selected (we use k = 4):
This low sensitivity should ensure that only frames containing completely different keypoints than frames in the past are selected as candidate keyframes. Figure 8 exemplifies the keyframe extraction approach based on significant changes of the the frame distance.
The candidate keyframes are further compared to already selected keyframes, using the metric described in (1) (we use an empirically selected threshold for D i ) to ignore similar keyframes detected in a later portion of the video. Finally, to also ignore frames with too blurry content we compute the Difference-of-Gaussians for every candidate keyframe and select only those keyframes having a large difference (DoG > 0.75), which should ensure good visual quality (we used K ∼ 1.6): 
Keyframe extraction methods used for comparison
In the literature we could find only one approach for keyframe extraction in endoscopic video, proposed by Mendi et al. [18] . Therefore, we have implemented this existing keyframe extraction algorithm and used it for a performance comparison with our approach. We can see that for many keypoints no good match can be found
The algorithm is described in detail in [18] ; in the following we quickly summarize how it works.
HSV color histograms
First, the video stream is divided into shots. Let h i (b) denote the b th bin of the HSV color histogram of frame f i . A shot boundary is detected where the difference d 2 between two consecutive frames exceeds a certain threshold. As no threshold is stated by the authors of the original paper [18] and the authors did not respond to email requests, we used an own threshold determined by empirical observations. 
, the absolute value of its difference from the mean distance observed within a sliding window of size S frames is greater than 4 times standard deviation σ i of the distance within the same window)
B is the number of bins. Color quantization is performed using 256 colors (16 levels for hue, 4 levels for saturation, and 4 levels for value). For each shot a k-means clustering algorithm is applied to cluster the frames and to select k keyframes. This clustering process is not described in detail in the original paper [18] and thus we decided to select exactly one frame of each shot as keyframe. Furthermore, to avoid extracting shots that consist only of a few frames, we introduced a minimum shot length of 25 frames.
Uniform and random sampling as baseline
We also compare both the existing keyframe extraction approach described above and our newly proposed keyframe extraction method to two very simple non-content based keyframe extraction methods: (1) a uniform frame sampling approach and (2) a random frame sampling approach. This should allow for assessing the real benefit of content-based approaches.
The advantage of uniform sampling is that it is quick and easy to implement because it requires no analysis of the content of the frames, and it provides a good coverage of the entire video. It has been used successfully for several applications, e.g., to summarize the content of a video [1] . It works by uniformly sampling frames from the video at equidistant positions. Let u(F, m) denote a temporally uniform selection of m frames from F . Every ith frame from F is selected as keyframe until m frames are extracted, where i = |F |/(m + 1). The drawback of uniform sampling is the fact that it is hard to determine how many frames should be sampled for a video. Moreover, it could happen that only blurry frames are sampled because the content of the frames is not inspected.
At random sampling, r(F, m) denotes a random selection of m frames from F . Similarly, random sampling of frames is quick and easy to implement but has the same drawbacks as uniform sampling. Additionally, at every run we would get a different selection of frames for the same video.
In our evaluations we set m to the number of frames detected by the proposed ORBbased method for each tested video respectively (for both the uniform sampling and random sampling approach). We would like to note that this might have positively skewed the evaluation results for uniform sampling and random sampling in our evaluation. In practice it will be hard to select a good value for m, which works for videos of different length and different content characteristics. In other words, if the proposed ORB-based keyframe extraction method selected only two keyframes for a 294 seconds long video clip, because most of the content was blurry, we also sampled only two frames (m = 2) with the uniform sampling and random sampling approaches. Most likely, however, in practice one would rather use a much higher value for an almost five minutes long video clip (that for a mostly blurry video would produce several irrelevant keyframes).
Experimental results
The proposed keyframe extraction approach has been evaluated together with the HSVbased approach [18] as well as the baseline approaches uniform sampling and random sampling. For the evaluation we used 10 segments extracted from a recording of an endoscopic surgery that lasted over 3 hours. The duration of the extracted clips range from 102 seconds to 294 seconds (average 183 seconds). For each of the 10 videos we generated the 4 different sets of keyframes in random order and asked 15 users to rate the results for their appropriateness as representative preview images with a Likert-scale ranging from -3 (very poor) over 0 (neutral) to 3 (very good).
Out of the 15 users in our study, one participant was the surgeon who performed the surgery the video were recorded from, so he could perfectly assess the appropriateness from an expert's perspective. The remaining 14 participants (5 female, 9 male; mean age 33.93, s.d. 12.35) were video experts, most of them (12 out of 14) are researchers working in the field of multimedia, 5 out of 14 are working in endoscopic video analysis. These 5 participants were also eye witnesses of the 3-h surgery the video data has been taken from. For every task the user started with watching the corresponding video clip and then performed a Likert-scale rating for each of the 4 keyframe sets that were listed in random order using a latin-square principle. Figure 9 shows the sets of keyframes created by the 4 different approaches for an example clip in the test set (duration: 294 seconds) with high amount of irrelevant content (blurry frames and out-of-patient frames, which are typically also kind of blurry). As clearly shown in the figure, our proposed algorithm extracts two visually different keyframes that show no blurry content. The uniform sampling approach and the random sampling approach also extract two frames as these algorithms were configured to use exactly the same number of keyframes as the proposed ORB-based algorithm, in order to enable a fair comparison. However, as can be seen from Fig. 9 the uniform sampling approach returns two highly similar frames because accidentally the corresponding video starts with almost the same scene as it ends with in the second half. The random sampling approach returns an even worse set of two frames of which the first one shows the situation where the endoscope is removed from the joint of the patient. Much worse, the HSV-based algorithm shows even a lot of frames from an out-of-patient segment in the video, which is completely irrelevant Fig. 9 Example results obtained by all four approaches for a video used in our study with a duration of 222 seconds and many blurry frames as well as several out-of-patient frames. The proposed ORB-based approach returns two clearly visible frames that show different situations of the surgery while uniform sampling shows two similar frames and random sampling shows only one relevant frame. The HSV-based approach returns a lot of blurry and out-of-patient frames with minor relevance to the actual surgery to the surgeon. In addition, most of the frames from inside the patient are rather blurry, posing a great challenge for the HSV approach with this example clip. The reason for the low performance of the HSV approach in our evaluation is the fact that every time the content changes in terms of colors, it will detect a new keyframe, though mostly by mistake. However, we warrant caution on the fact that the threshold for keyframe detection with the HSV algorithm is not available in the paper and, therefore, was selected by ourselves through empirical investigations, as described in Section 4.1.
In Fig. 10 we can see the average rating of the medical expert for the 10 video clips of our study. Obviously, the HSV-based keyframes selection [18] performed worst with an average Likert rating of -2. 8 (out of -3...3) , which means the expert considers the extracted keyframes as very poor. As could be expected, also the random sampling approach performed not very well for the surgeon with an average rating of -0.7 (rather poor). The uniform sampling method achieved a rating close to neutral (-0.2), whereas the proposed keyframe extraction method achieved a slightly better average rating of 0.2, which means the medical expert considered those keyframes as best but still improvable.
We asked the surgeon about details of his rating in an interview after the evaluation. It turned out that the reason for the rather low rating of the results generated by the proposed approach has semantic reasons. More specifically, to the experts understanding an optimal keyframe extraction approach would consider not only clearly visible keyframes with diverse content but also consider semantics like: (i) how many instruments are visible in the keyframe, (ii) do instruments cross each other if several ones are visible (which would not be a good representative frame), (iii) does it clearly show the anatomy, and (iv) does it show the pathology and how it was repaired? These are semantic events in endoscopic videos that might be relevant to one surgeon but not necessarily to another one; furthermore, these semantic needs might also change over time. As already mentioned in Section 3.1, the goal for this work was to provide a generally meaningful solution for the keyframe extraction problem in endoscopic video, instead of an optimal solution that is hard to achieve with current content-analysis methods.
However, we would like to note that the proposed approach results in significantly better results than the one approach proposed in the literature so far [18] . Out of the 10 video clips, for all but 2 the surgeon ranked the proposed ORB-based approach as the best one. Figure 11 shows the average rating of the non-medical experts (but video experts, as described above). In general these medical novices gave a better rating for all keyframe extraction approaches but with the same final ranking as performed by the surgeon. The HSV-based method performed worst with an average rating of -1.87 (poor), next was random sampling with an average rating of 0.36 followed by uniform sampling (0.56) and the proposed ORB-based approach with 0.91 (rather good). We performed statistical analysis on the rating collected from the 14 non-medical experts for the 10 videos in our study. A non-parametric Friedman test for all approaches showed that the keyframe extraction methods show significant differences (χ 2 (3,N=14)=30.942, p=0.000). Bonferroni adjusted post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed that participants rated the keyframes extracted by the ORB-based approach significantly better than keyframes extracted by (i) the HSV-approach (p<0.001), (ii) the uniform sampling approach (p<0.007) and (iii) the random sampling approach (p<0.004). In other words, the keyframes generated by the proposed approach were clearly better than all other evaluated approaches. The statistical analysis also revealed that the HSV-based approach was rated significantly worse than the uniform sampling approach (p<0.001) and the random sampling approach (p<0.001).
From the results obtained through our user study we find that the proposed approach generates meaningful keyframes for the selected endoscopic video data set. Our evaluation is based on a recording of one surgery only. However, we have performed experiments with several other endoscopic videos taken from different interventions and different surgeons, for example the videos used for our studies in [19, 21, 22] . From these experiments we can confirm that the ORB-based approach generates meaningful sets of keyframes (i.e., a small set of clearly visible frames that show different situations with non-redundant content in the corresponding video). A real large-scale evaluation through user studies with experts for all these videos could only be performed by requesting all the corresponding surgeons to rate the generated sets of keyframes, which is unfortunately hard to achieve and very timeconsuming in practice due to the low availability of surgeons. However, we are currently setting up a cooperation with a larger group of surgeons for our future extension of the keyframe extraction approach, where we plan to integrate expert knowledge in order to recognize semantics. This future cooperation will also allow for user studies with a larger group of surgeons/medical experts. It can be expected that the rather good performance of uniform sampling and random sampling in our study (which were rated close to ORB-based keyframe extraction, although still significantly worse) will not hold in practice for the following reasons. First, the actual content of randomly and uniformly sampled frames will highly depend on the underlying content. For example, in worst case it can happen that both approaches extract blurry and irrelevant frames only. Secondly, in practice it is hard to determine how many frames should be sampled. In our study we simply used the same number as generated by the ORB-based approach. In Fig. 12 we can see uniform sampling (left in the figure) and random sampling (right) for the same video clip Fig. 9 is based on. Sampling one random frame results in a completely irrelevant frame but also sampling 8 random frames does not show many diverse frames (frame 1 and 2 are highly similar, frame 3-6 are quite similar). The uniform sampling approach with 8 frames also results in two irrelevant frames and at least two highly similar frames. Sampling 8 frames with the proposed ORB-based approach (by using a much lower threshold) would still result in diverse frames with no blurry content.
We have also investigated the run-time of the keyframe selected approaches evaluated in this paper for a video with PAL resolution (720×576 pixels) and 67500 frames. The test has been performed on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 running at 2.0 GHz. As given in Table 1 , the proposed approach is, of course, slower than the other approaches due to much more complex content analysis. However, it is able to perform keyframe extraction 5 times faster than real-time, which makes it well-suited for video processing in large and even huge endoscopic video archives as getting usual nowadays.
Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the challenging problem of keyframe extraction in video recorded by medical endoscopy. In a comparative evaluation through a user study with a surgeon and several multimedia experts (a few of them are experts in medical video analysis) we have shown that simple keyframe extraction methods like uniform sampling and random sampling do not work well for the purpose of providing a good preview. We have also shown that color-based methods like the one proposed by Mendi et al. [18] do not work for the challenging content of endoscopic video. The reason for the bad result of the HSV method is twofold. First, endoscopic video contains many highly similar frames with low color variance. Secondly, the method does not account for blurry content and fails for outof-patient segments, which typically show shaky content with high motion blur (cf. Fig. 9 ). However, we need to mention that the threshold for keyframe detection is not available in [18] and, therefore, was selected by ourselves through empirical investigations. The relatively good performance of uniform sampling and random sampling is somehow influenced through our ORB-based approach, i.e., through the test setup: the number of frames to sample has been chosen based on the number of frames found by the ORB-based algorithm. Therefore, for scenes like to one of the example given in Fig. 9 the performance will highly depend on the number of frames to extract, which is hard to determine in practice.
The proposed keyframe extraction approach is designed to select only frames that have visually clear content and high entropy (i.e., visually different frames rather than several similar ones). The statistical analysis of the rating data obtained through our user study has shown that multimedia experts consider our method as significantly better suited for summarizing endoscopic videos than the other tested ones. Furthermore, the surgeon who performed the procedures and recorded the video content considers our proposed algorithm as the best one of the tested ones. Nevertheless, the rating of the medical expert shows clearly that improvements are still required to provide an optimal preview or overview of an endoscopic video. An additional interview with the surgeon revealed that optimal results of a keyframe extraction method for endoscopic video would include only those frames that show semantically important positions of the surgery. This would be keyframes clearly showing the anatomy, the pathology, how it was repaired, as well as keyframes showing a clear view of the operation scene during the surgery (e.g., without crossed instruments etc.).
However, it is not easy to extract these semantics with current state-of-the-art content analysis methods, a problem that is known as the semantic gap [6] . Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3.1 these are specific requirements of one domain expert that might not necessarily hold for other domain experts and could further change over time. Therefore, in our future work we will focus on the integration of knowledge from domain experts into our keyframe extraction approach to further improve its performance. Furthermore, we are also looking into adapting such a method over time by considering relevance feedback. and he has (co-) organized international conferences, special sessions and workshops. He is member of the IEEE and the ACM and a regular reviewer for international conferences and journals in the field of Multimedia.
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